Snap-On Smile Home Care Instructions

Congratulations on receiving your Snap-On Smile! Please note there are certain care instructions that should be followed in order to care and maintain the appliance's long life.

1. Upon receiving the Snap-On Smile, if it is too tight, leave it on for about 15 minutes to allow it to stretch to your natural teeth.

2. The Snap-On Smile appliance must be removed at night.

3. We do not advise eating hard foods, i.e. chicken bones, tough meat, hard breads - like bagels or baguettes, etc.

4. We advise that you brush your Snap-On Smile after every meal when possible. This will help the appliance maintain its shade. Before bed time or after meals brush with a soft toothbrush. DO NOT USE toothpaste as it will take away the luster. We recommend Snap-On Smile® Care Kit.

5. We recommend that you keep your Snap-On Smile in the provided protective case when you are not wearing it. Remove the appliance and brush it before bedtime. DO NOT sleep with your Snap-On Smile on unless recommended by the dentist. You do not have to soak the appliance over night with cleaning solution. We recommend a Snap-On Smile® Care Kit.

6. The average lifespan of a Snap-On Smile 3-5 years which is the same as any removable partial denture or appliance, i.e. bite splints, night guards, etc. This lifespan could be less or more depending on proper home care. It will break if enough force is placed on the appliance. Special care is required just like any other dental appliance. The specially formulated resin gives it its long lasting use. We do advise care as needed.

7. Snap-On Smile comes with a 12 month limited warranty against manufacturing defects. This warranty includes breaks, staining, and fractures/chips of the Snap-On Smile as long as the all pieces of the Snap-On Smile are brought back into our office. If the Snap-On Smile is brought into our office for repair within 90 days of delivery, it will be fixed free of charge. After 90 days, you will be charged a $49.00 service fee.

The Snap-On Smile warranty has an option to be extended for an additional 2 years for a total of 3 years of warranty for a fee of $100.00. To sign up for the extended warranty please call 1-800-926-1500. You must sign up for the extended warranty within 30 days from when we originally receive your case from the lab. Please visit www.snaponsmile.com for more details.